
Tired of the same old rules . . . give this a try. 

 

Kerscrabblgories 

A Board Game Mash-Up by Stef & Scott 

This game requires: 

   
Kerplunk by Mattel  Scrabble by Hasbro  Scattergories by Hasbro 

Rules 

 Set up KerPlunk cylinder. Add scrabble tiles on top of sticks instead of using 

marbles.  

 Begin play in clockwise order by pulling sticks from kerplunk cylinder. Once a tile 

or tiles fall fill in scattergories categories by using words that contain the 

letter/letters that have fallen. ALL PLAYERS FILL OUT SCATTERGORIES CATEGORIES 

during the time limit given from the timer. 

 For example: if a K falls and your category is television stars, you may play Snooki 

for 5 points (because the letter K is worth 5 points, points are listed on the tile 

themselves.) Or you may play Kelly Ripa for double points, since it starts with the 

letter K. 

 If multiple letters fall, attempt to use all letters adding up points from all letter tiles 

that fall.  First tile still gives you double points, using all other letter tiles that fall in 

the same word adds the number of points found on that specific tile. 

 For example: if a C and A both fall and your category is School Subjects, you 

may play the world Calculus for 10 points, C = 3 points and A = 1 point.  C is 

worth 9 because the word starts with C and there is another c in the word as 

well. A is worth only one because you successfully used it within the same word. 

 If you are not able to use all letters that drop, subtract the number of points 

found on the letter tile that you were not able to use from the total number of 

points gained from that specific word. 

 For example: If a K and O fall and your category is Things in a park, and you can 

only think of the word Kite. K = 5 points and 0=1 point. Therefore you get a total 

of 9 points because the word starts with K so its double points, for a total of 10 

points.  Since the word did not include the letter O you subtract 1 point from the 

total word value, which ends up being 9 points in the end. 


